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The day the NHS saved my life: rescuing a kitten nearly killed
me | Society | The Guardian
When I least expected it, little did I know that a chance
encounter with a tiny kitten would completely change my
outlook on life.
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How A Tiny Little Kitten Saved My Life - Good Pet Parent
I decided I wanted a kitten. Cats were easier than dogs, and a
kitten would be able to grow up in the dorm and get used to
college life better.
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An ELLE editor shares how her cat saved her life post-breakup.
updated collage of photographs of this kitten, would my life
just be easier?.

When I look at my cat, I see life. I see hope and renewal.
She's my baby and the reason I'm alive. She's been the only
constant in my life and I'm.
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She was so small that her entire body literally fit into the
palm of my hand. Realising the seriousness of the situation,
she got me to the car and started towards Royal Bolton
hospital, which is about 15 minutes away.
IamsohappyandthankfulthatyouandPipersavedeach.Howluckywearetohave
In the Spring, I began having excruciating headaches that at
first I just wrote off as stress. How lucky we are to have had
Piper come into your life when she did. But I shudder to think
what I would have missed out on had I listened to my brain
instead of my heart.
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exactly is the best way to eat to beat cancer? Over the next
several weeks, I nursed her through the respiratory infection,
along with the episode of ringworm that followed immediately .
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